
THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES

SHIFTING POWER IN THE 10TH

& 11TH CENTURIES



LOUIS THE PIOUS
• 814–840

– Holy Roman Emperor 816–840
• Strengthened church
• Renaissance continued
• Louis WEAKER:

– poor provision for the inheritance
– 3 civil wars with his sons
– 3 surviving legitimate sons



CIVIL WARS

• AD 840–843
– Lothair vs.
– Louis the German vs.
– Charles the Bald

• 843 – TREATY of VERDUN
• 869 – TREATY of MERSEN ⇒

– West & East Francia, Italy







THE VIKINGS

• Scandinavia
• Norse(men) or Northmen
• Raids ⇒ Settlements

– Ireland, N. England, NW France, Rus
– Merged with local populations

• Adopted less “barbarian” culture
– Christianized



Early CAPETIAN FRANCE

• Capetians kings
– 987 Hugh CAPET usurped Carolingians
– Capetians ruled in direct line until 1328
– controlled little land directly

• Most land controlled by powerful MAGNATES
• e.g. Duchy of Normandy

– Viking settlers and native French = Normans
– Duke William invaded England, 1066





ENGLAND

• 1066 Normans invade English kingdom
• English kings

– relatively STRONG
– Continued as Dukes of Normandy

• English Aristocracy
– “Anglo-Norman”
– Held land in England and France





GERMANY

• Strong MAGNATES, strong local control
• Elected kings, Holy Roman Emperors

– NOT necessarily hereditary
– Increasingly more ceremonial
– Ottonians (919–1024) replace Carolingians

• Continue to expand eastwards
– 955: Otto I defeats MAGYARS at LECHFELD
– Ottonians conquered SLAVIC peoples





Early Medieval Society

After ca. 500–600:
• Warrior elite

– Reciprocal, personal bonds
– Ritualized by gift-giving and oaths

• Peasants on land, farming smaller plots
• Gradually changed, ca. 900 ⇒ ?





VASSALAGE

• A system under which a VASSAL
promised support, including military
service, to a LORD in return for
protection and support
– Developed out of personal bonds
– Formalized by OATHS and RITUAL
– Gifts could include grants of LAND (FIEFS)





• Someone could be BOTH a vassal & a lord
– A fief could be divided into separate plots and

granted out to your own vassals
• Someone could have MULTIPLE LORDS

– Frequently held land from more than one man
• Someone could have NO LORD

– If they held no land from a lord
– Or if no lord had accepted him into his household

• A Vassal could be more POWERFUL than a
Lord

Complexities



Consequences

• Divided loyalties
• Lord-less warriors
• Frequent breaking of oaths
• Violent
• Complex
⇒ UNSTABLE



Vassalage and the Church

Monasteries and Bishops could hold fiefs:
• Military service problem

– Granted fiefs out to knights to fight on their behalf
– Paid a fine in lieu of military service

• Oaths of loyalty
– Clergy had to swear loyalty to secular lords
– Who to obey? The pope? The king?

⇒ Further tension between Church & state



MANORIALISM

• A system of rural organization in which a
LORD OF THE MANOR granted protection
and the use of farmland to PEASANTS in
exchange for certain legal obligations

• These legal obligations could be:
– The CORVEE: obligatory labor on the lord’s

personal land (the DEMESNE)
– Produce: a proportion of the granted land’s output
– Rent: A fixed cash amount



THE MANOR

• Demesne: land held and used by the
lord of the manor for his profit

• Commons: land usable by everyone
• Serf holdings: Land owing labor and/or

produce and/or rent
• Free tenancies: Land owing only cash

rents





SERFDOM

An UNFREE social status
in which a person was
legally bound to the land
upon which they lived and
worked in exchange for
the protection of the
owner of that land. Serfs
had legal rights and
recourse to the law.



Complexities

• Some serfs farmed free tenancies
• Some freemen farmed serf-holdings
• Some peasants farmed both
• Some serfs were not farmers
• Some serfs could be richer and more

powerful than freemen



ALLODIAL SYSTEM

• Some land (ALLODS) held free of any
overlord
– Land colonized in new areas on the edge

of Europe, e.g. Ireland, Eastern Europe
– Land cleared with new techniques

• Some peasants held both MANORIAL
and ALLODIAL land



FEUDALISM?

• Not a medieval term
– First used 17th century
– From Latin term for fief: feodum

• VASSALAGE + MANORIALISM?
• Feudalism is NOT an all-encompassing

description of the medieval age, either
government, society or economy



“Feudal” Europe

SOME areas at SOME times may be “FEUDAL”
• Land-based vassalage common in W. Europe

– Peaked ca. 1000
• Much land divided into Manors BUT

– Tenancies became increasingly common
• Growth of cash economy
• Landlords preferred a fixed rent

• Serfdom soon began to decline in the West



11th CENTURY

• Violence between warrior knights
• Tensions between church and state

– Clergy as landlords and managers of land
– Clergy as important secular officials
– Lay people interfering in the church
– Kings wanted to select BISHOPS



Fluctuating Power

• Kings try to gain power
– Henry II of England

• Legal reforms
• New bureaucracy of scholars
• Put down rebellions

– Louis VII & Philip II of France go to war
– Spanish continued the RECONQUISTA




